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Wax5aasm E.A., TeMHHKOB n.n., THMOHHH8 A.A. E1 - ll839 

06Hapy:>KeHHe pe30H8HCOB B MynbTH6apHOHHbiX CHCTeMaX. 

YacTb II . All H llllp peaoaaHcbr 

J.1ccne.o.oaaHbi crrexrpbr a¢¢eKTHBHOCTH Mace AA H AAp c~o~creM npu 
IIOMOlUH IIpOIIBHOBOif IIY3blpbKOBOif K8M9pbi, o6nyqeHHOH 1T--Me30H8MH IIpH: 

4 10 faB/c H HeJITpOHBMH CO cpejlHHM HMnynbCOM 7,0 faB/c, 
06Hapy>KeHbi MynbTH6apHOHHhie peaoaaHCbi AA u AAp c MaccaMH u 

wHpHHBMH MAll= (2365,3±9,6)MaB/c 2 , r = (47,2±15,1)MaB/c2 H M1111p= 
= 3568,3 MaB/c 2 • rllllp< 60 MaB/c 2 . 31jlrjleKTHBHbie ceqeHHR o6pa30BBHHR 
paBHbl COOTB9TCTB9HHO aflfl (2365)=(24,2±7,0) MK6 H aflflp(3568)=(16,J ± 
±5,2) MK6H. 06Cy>K.Il810TC51 B03MO>KHbie MeXaHH3Mbl 06pa30B8HHSI MynbTH6apH

OHHbiX pe30H8HCOB. 

Tioxaaaao raK>Ke, qro cornacao npasHny or6opa no rlinepaapSI.OY Y ~ 1 
MYm:~TH6apHOHHbie pe30H8HCbl SIBflSUOTCSI TBK)Ke H CBepXIInOTHbiMH, CBepXCTpBH-

HblMH o6'beKTBMH. CneKTphi 3!fl¢eKTHBHhiX Mace AA H: AAp npoSisnsnor oco-
6eaaocrH s6nH31.f MBCC 60nbl1Ht:HCTB8 JlBYX- H Tpex6apHOHHbiX pe30H8HCOB. 

Pa6ora BbmonHeHa a J1a6oparopHH BbiCOKHX 9HeprHH 0115H1. 

Coo6meaHe 06'bellHHeHHOro HHCTHryTa RtlepHbtX accneaoBaHHli • .Qy5Ha 1978 
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The AA and AAp effective mass spectra reveal enhancements 
near the most of the resonance masses predicted by MIT Bag Mo-
del. Among them strong resonance-like peaks at M1111 = (2365,3 ± 

± 9.6) MeV/c2, r = (47.2 15.l)MeV/c2and Mllf1p=3568.3 MeV/c2, 
if'< 60 MeV/c 2 have been observed. Possible mechanisms of these 
di- and tribaryon resonance formation and the statistical significan
ce of the observed peaks have been discussed, The production ef
fective cross sections are estimated to be apr (2365) = (24,2±7.0)flb 
and a, (3568) ~ (16.1±5,2) fib • According to the hypercharge selec
tion r&le multiba.ryon resonances are shovvn to be ultra-high density 

superstrange objects. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of High Energies, JINR, 
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AA syetem (Y = 0, I = 0, B - 2, S = -2) 

First the IV\ system was studied in 1969-1970/1e-j/ in everbl 
with two 1\- hyperons found in' interactions of 4,0 GeV/c negati
ve pions and neutrons of average momentum <Pn) = 7.0 GeV/c with 
carbon 12c nuclei. The 11/\ effective mass spectrum of 57 events 
is shown in fig,1. The concentration of events near the 2MA mass 
changes by a peak at (2291.2 - 2411.2) MeV/c

2
• 

The fitted Breit-Wigner curve has its maximum at the reso
nance mass of 2365.3 MeV/c2 and awidthof r= (47.2,!15.1) MeV/c

2
• 

The AA effective mass resolution in the peak region is equal to 
AM= (10.0,!2.4) MeV/c2 , wherease the one averaged over the 

whole /\A effective mass spectrum is (LIM) = (22.0.:!:,4.0) Mev;c
2

• 
The mass of the presumed !Ill resonance, 2365.3 MeV/c

2 
is 

very close to the predictions of the MIT Bag Model/2 ,31, especi~ 
ly to the mass of JP :2+, M = 235? MeV/c2 11A resonance, pre

dicted by B.L.Jaffe/21. 
The maximum of the histogram peak is at 2335.~ MeV/c

2
• Two 

main mechanisms, in our opinion, could contribute to the /\/\ re

sonance creation. 
A. Hyperon-nucleon interactions in the final state 1\N-+1\AKmii 

ZN-+111\Km:il , ;:N-+1\1\m:Jr, m = 0,1,2, ••• are considered 
to be a probable source of possible 1111 resonances. 

Since the lowest threshold for the above three reactions is 
equal to 2.6 GeV/c, hypothetical resonance systems may have ra
ther large momenta to escape the decay inside the nucleus with 
subsequent rescattering of decay 1\ - hyperons. We tried to imi
tate the /Ill effective mass spectrum by a series of eft"ective 
mass distributions from the following processes: 1) production 
of two lambdas in n 12c collisions imitated by a sum of phase 
space volume distributions for several tens of possible reaction 
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channels (dotted histogram in fig.1 normalized to the total 
weight of the experimental histogram); 2) intranuclear cascade, 
resulting in different stage two lambdas escaping the nucleus 
without interaction with nucleons, was imitated by chance com
binations of 1\- hyperons coming from n 12c and :JT 12c interac
tions, 3) intranuclear cascade resulting in different stage two 
lambdas or one 1\ and one Z • One of 1\ or 1:. is rescatte
red via the reactions AN•IIN, AIV-l: 0 iV , £"-II;J , Z:N-Ap 
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Fig. 1. 
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~ 

4) direct two II - production via the reactions nN-+MK.i{mJI 

rn = 1,2, ••• ,6. The phase space volume histogram of the six last 
reactions weighted over relative pion multiplicities taken from 
57 /Ill - events and normalized to the total weight of the M 
histogram is shown by open circles in fig.1. The intermediate 
distributions (2) and (3) appeared to be smooth curves of broad 
maxima far from the peak and also cannot imitate the peak. As 
was shown earlier/1f-j/, the /11'\ peak cannot be imitated by the 
!1 p-peaks. The events from the 1\11 p peak at 3568 MeV/c2 are hat
ched in fig.1, 

The estimation of the statistical significance of the 1111 
peak as in the case of /\p peaks meets difficulties due to a 
possible presence of other resonances of close masses predicted 
by J,J. de Swart and his colleagues/3/, Neglecting them for the 
present and accepting the dotted histogram as a background, we 
have for the significance 4,0 s.d. with CL = 2.75•10-4 141. But 
taking into account other possible backgrounds, one can come to 
2.2 s.d. According to our estimates, a possible background, due 
to the intranuclear cascade production of dilambda events, can
not exceed 50% of the whole statistics. This means that for this 
background the lower limit of the peak significance (four 30 
MeV/c2 bins, 2291.2- 2411.2 MeV/c2 ) is 3.5 s.d. with CL=1.75·10-~ 

- /6-8/ In the K -experiments performed using heavy nuclei 
according to the mechanism in question :;: - hyperons may serve 
as the unique source of the M , resonance because the maximal 11 -
and Z - hyperon momenta appear to be lower than the lf,£N+MI(m~7 
thresholds. Because of the strongly asymmetric emission of ::: 
hyperons in the K-N c.m.s., predominantly in the backward hemi
sphere with a peak at cos Q* = -1, they will be rather slow in 
the laboratory system. This means that a predominant part of ~ 
resonances with a high probability will decay inside the heavy 
nucleus with the following rescattering of at least one of the 
decay If- hyperons. The failure of observing the Ill\ peak in 
the experiments/6 ,7•8/ can be thus explained. 

Meanwhile, one can notice a concentration of events in a 
region of (2531.2- 2681.2) MeV/c2 , where two more resonances 
are predicted/)/: JP=2+ at 2630 MeV/c2 and JP:o+ at 2540 MeV/c2• 

Thus the 1111 effective mass spectrum in fig.1 reveals en
hancements at three of the four predicted/)/ resonance mass 
values. 
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B. There should exist a second mechanism which can be either 
complementary or alternative to the first one depending on expe
rimental conditions. We mean the hypeDXrlzation of highly com
pressed nuclear matter. Such phase transitions are possible in 
collisions of relativistic particles and nuclei with nuclei. The 
form and the contribution of the background in this case will 
substantially differ from the ones estimated above. This means 
that all above estimates of statistical significance are very 
conventional and even perhaps incorrect because of our ignorance 
of the strong interaction theory and the mechanism of multiba
ryon resonance production. It is more expedient to discuss the 
details of the compression mechanism in the last subsection. 

It is noteworthy that the asymmetry coefficient of 1\ -hype
ron emission in the AI\ rest system in the peak region is equal 
to zero (lower part of fig.1). 

We can state that a strong evidence for a 1111 resonance with 
a mass of M ,.,,., = (2365.)_!9.6) MeV/c2 and a width of~ =(47.2.:!;15.1) 
MeV/c2 has been found. The production effective cross section of 
this resonance in n12a collisions at (Pn) = 7.0 GeV/c is of the 
same order of magnitude as that of the Ap resonace ( opr(2256)= 
(85.3.:!;20,0) t-Jg ), namely 6'pr(2365) = (24.2,:t7.0) 1-'g• 

AAp system (Y:1, I= a I B=3, S= -2) 

Fifty events from the AA statistics, except pions and 
kaons, contain also from one to four protons giving altogether 
79 1111 p combinations. The 111\p effective mass spectrum is shown 
in fig.2. 

The hatched area contains the events from the 2365.3 MeV/c2 

AA peak. The final IIAp effective mass spectrum without these 
events is shown on the right-hand side of fig.2. A peak at 3568.3 
MeV/c

2 
of r< 60 MeV/c2 width is observed. We consider this peak 

as an evidence for a possible tribaryon 1111 p resonance. Its 
2 mass is very close to the mass of the predicted at 3570 MeV/c 

· ~ n1 tribaryon resonance of JP = ~ spin - parity assignement • 
The estimated production effective cross section is of the 

same order of magnitude as those for Ap and M resonances, 
~ (3568) = (16.1+5.2) ab, pr - r 2 

Besides, the spike in the (3369.5-3489.5) MeV/c mass regiaa 
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Fig. 2. 

p 1+ 2 perhaps corresponds to the J = ~ , M=3460 MeV/c resonance, th~ 
spike in the (3649.5-36~9.5) MeV/c2 interval is due to the JP~ , 
M=3670 MeV/c2 and JP= ~ , M=3680 MeV/c2 resonances and finally 
the spikes in the (3729.5-3969.5) MeV/c2 region are due to the 
JP= ~+, M= 3750 MeV/c2 , JP =a+, M = 3780 MeV/c2 and Jp = ~ , 
M = 3930 MeV/c2 resonances/3/. 

Thus the AAp effective mass spectrum in fig.2 reveals en
hancements at seven of the ten predicted/)/ resonance mass values. 

Multibaryon Resonances are Ultra High Density, 
Superstrange Objects 

For the following it is important to clear up possible me
chanisms of creation of these resonances. It has been already 
shown/1 l/ that adopting the Fermi gas model of the 12c nucleus, 
the 2256 MeV/c2 J1 p-resonance may be produced in the final state 
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elastic scattering lip - II p. Though the effective cross sec
tion of its formation via this channel fif (2256) = 5,3 (2 J/\p+1) 
mb/1l/ can attain rather high values depending on the resonance 
spin JAp' its production cross section via n12c interactions at 
(p.J = 7,0 GeV/c is only 6/>rC2256) = (85.3 ! 20.0) j.l b. 

The 2365 MeV/c2 1\1\ - resonance in the frame of the same 
model may arise in final state inelastic ~eron-nucleon interac
tions: JIN -IIIIK! (m:7i ), Z:N -1111 K (m:Ji'"), _:::'N-/111(mJi'), 
m = 0, 1, 2, ••• ,the lowest threshold momentum for incident lam
bdas being 2,6 GeV/c. The production of this resonance via n 12c 
interactions at (Pn) = 7.0 GeV/c proceeds with an effective 
cross section of ~,(2365) = (24.2;!:7.0) pb. 

Finally, the !lAp production effective cross section in 
n12c collisions at (Pn) = 7.0 GeV/c is estimated to be 
6'pr(3568) = (16.1 ! 5.2) Jlb• Thus, we can state that the l1p,M 

dibaryon and !lAp tribaryon resonance production effective cross 
sections via n12c collisions at (Pn) = 7.0 GeV/c differ by less 
than one order of magnitude. 

The Fermi gas model of nuclei cannot ensure the creation of 
multibaryon resonances with sensible probabilities, Hence a new 
mechanism should be suggested. 

A relativistic particle (or a nucleus) at cp=(8-10) GeV/n 
penetrating at small impact parameters into a nucleus, even into 
a light one like 12c, may produce a rather high compression of 
nuclear matter in a time interval about an order of magnitude ' 
shorter than the mean lifetime of a r"' 10 MeV/c2 wide multiba
ryon resonance, The compressed nuclear matter may become a source 
of secondary particles/9/, If the relativistic nuclear fluid dy

namics/10/ were applicable to our case, then the maximal compres
sion would achieve n/n

0
=14-l8 1where n

0 
is the normal nuclear mat

ter density. This would be far enough for a partial hyperoniza
tion of the compressed nuclear matter providing thus a small num
ber of dilambda states, Moreover, this possible mechanism could 
ensure di- and multibaryon, especially multihyperon, resonance 
formation. If multibaryon resonances could be formed via only 
two possible mechanisms: nuclear matter compression and final 
sate hyperon-nucleon resonant interaction, then the possible tri
baryon /\lip resonance would be formed only via the first one,pre
dominantly in central collisions, whereas the /1 p and M re
sonances could be formed via both mechanisms. 
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The occurrence of a definite mechanism for dibaryon reso
nance production should depend on the magnitude of the impact 
parameter occurred in the collision act. 

The above remarkable proximity of the di- and tribaryon re
sonance production effective cross sections proves an important 
role of the compression mechanism. Most probably, multibaryon 
resonances (B>2) can be created practically only via this mecha
nism. 

The detection of enhancements at almost all the predicted 
All and 1111 p resonance mass values/3/, the forms of the AI\ and 
IIA p effective mass spectra themselves shown in figs 1 and 2 

suggest that the compression mechanism at certain conditions can 
excit~ practically only pure resonant multibaryon states with 
negligibly small contributins of nonresonant background states, 
The background due to the adjacent resonances attain about 30% 
of both 1111 2365.3 MeV/c2 and ll.;lp 3568.3 MeV/c2 peaks, The sig
nificance of the 11/lp peak is defined then by 4.5 s.d. with 
C. L. = 6.1o-5, whereas the significance of the AA peak is defi
ned by 6,0 s.d. and with C.L. = 1,8.10-8 /4/. 

Multibaryon resonances formed via the compression mechanism 
in light nuclei survive the ultra-high density short lifetime 
environment and decay if fast enough in free or if slow in a 
rather rarefied nuclear matter without substantial rescattering 
of resonance decay products. Thus, multibaryon resonances produ
ced in light nuclei are detectable. In the extreme case of very 
light nuclei such as deutron or helium, this mechanism should be 
very improbable. Perhaps, this reason could explain the 
absence of the 2256 MeV/c 2 peak in the II p spectra 
from the K-d experiments /ll - 15/ • In the controver
sial extreme case of heavy nuclei such as Br or pt the ultra
high density states could exist during the time intervals compa~ 
rable to multibaryon mean lifetimes. On the other hand, in this 
case the dimensions or the compressed nuclear matter voluae 
should be larger than in light c12c) nuclei. These reasons re
sult in heavy rescattering of resonance decay products smearing 
out the peaks in the 1\ p and All spectra from the heavy liquid 
bubble chamber experiment/5,6 ,7/ and the !111 peak from the K-pt 
experiment/8/. 

The compression mechanism must not seem to be extremely fan
tastic because if the quark confinement and infrared slavery 
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principles are valid, both a multiquark and a three-quark systems 
should be confined to a bag of the same volume. This means that 
a multibaryon resonance should be an ultra-high density and a 
strange or superstrange ( 1 S I > 1) entity at the same time. And 
the multibaryon resonance formation via the compression mechanism 
reduces to the phase transition of the normal density nuclear ma~ 
ter into the ultra-high density superstrange multibaryon hadronic 
matter revealing itself as a multibaryon resonance. 

Thus, we state the following: 
1. The formation of all hadronic resonances, including the 

multibaryon ones, is governed by the hypercharge selection 
rule 11f-l/: "The hypercharge of .hadronic resonances cannot ex
ced one (Y ~ 1)".This rule governs the above phase transiton also. 

2. The narrowness of the discovered II p, Ill\ and J\t1p re
sonances is a direct experimental demonstration that they are 
single multibaryon hadron states. But hadron states require the 
geometrical volume of all hadrons, including the multibaryon re
sonances (B > 1), to be a unfversal constant. The quark confine
ment, asymptotic freedom and infrared slavery concepts are the 

manifestations of this fact. 
Thus, at the same time multibaryon resonances are ultra

high dens:tty, superstrange objects or states of hadronic matter. 
The formation of ultra-high density states needs huge exter

nal pressures. Ultra-High density states can be formed in Nature 
in the central regions of galaxies and quasi-stellar objects. 
Enormous gravitational forces ensure high external pressures 
which are enough to initiate and maintain phase transitions of 
the nuclear matter into multibaryon resonant states. Thus, it is 
very probable that the central regions of these celestial objects 
are formed of huge multibaryon or even multihyperon resonances, 
the quasi-stationary states of which are possible up to certain 

values of the matter density. 
The conclusion suggests itself that the hypothetical ultra

high density states of the protostellar matter, brought up by 
V.A.Ambartsumian/161 in connection with his cosmogenic concepts, 
are identical with the huge multibaryon, even multihyperon, re
sonances which must be strange or even superstrange and of ultra
high density due to the hypercharge selection rule (Y ~ 1). 

In terrestrial conditions, high pressures and compressions 
of the nuclear matter can be attained bombarding nuclei with re-
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lativistic particles and nuclei. The droplets of ultra-high den
sity hadron matter, multibaryon or multihyperon resonances thus 
obtained, can live at most 10-21- 10-20 sec in the absence of 
corresponding external pressures. Thus, the most direct way to 
detect ultra-high density states in laboratory conditions is the 
detection of multibaryon resonances. Other ways seem to be hope

less. 
Thus, in our experiment, apart from the discovery of multi

baryon resonances, we have succeeded in the observation of ultra
high density superstrange states of hadronic matter. 

In conclusion we note that the exciting program of study of 
multibaryon resonances and ultra-high density superatrange sta
tes requires machines, accelerating heavy ions up to tens of 
GeV/n or even higher energies, because both the hyperon produc
tion effective cross sections and the hyperonization via the 
compression of the nuclear matter increase with the energy of 
bombarding projectiles. 

Authors express their deep gratitude to Prof.A.M.Baldin for 
his continious interest and support of this work. 
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